Crayon Defecting Pusher
Drop Location Diagnosis
When the carriage goes back to the load position the defects are detected by 1a circuit board in
the enclosure we call the Crayon Board that captures the encoder counts coming from the motor
and also monitors the two sensors on the carriage. Whenever one of those sensors changes
state the crayon board records the encoder position. When the carriage goes past the end of
the board the little yellow switch will change state as it’s light beam drops off the end of the
board. The crayon board then says that’s the end of the board and it reports that to the PC
software. The PC software then causes the motor on the positioner to stop. It then calculates
where the end of the board is relative to where the carriage ended up and makes a move to
position the end of the pusher about ¼” behind the board. The encoder counts that the crayon
board monitors come from the MDrive. That’s the motor that moves the pusher. It’s the one
with all the aluminum fins on the back. As it moves it sends encoder counts out of the big 19 pin
cable that’s plugged into it. The conductors in that cable that pertain to the encoder are wired
to the crayon board. That’s how the crayon board gets those counts. If the behavior has it could
point to a floating connection between the MDrive and the board. Here are places to check.

MDrive I/O Cable

The MDrive I/O cable has a threaded ring that tightens
the cable to the mating connector on the MDrive. This
is a very robust connector and sometimes it seems
like the ring is tight when it actually needs to be
tightened more. In this condition, intermittent I/O
related problems can occur. To make sure it is tight,
wiggle the cable with one hand and continually turn
the ring clockwise until you are certain it is tight.

These items are inside the tower
enclosure. That’s the one the touch
screen monitor is attached to.
Disconnect power to it before opening it.
Then check these connections to ensure
that the wires are tight and that the
terminal isn’t closed on the insulation
instead of the copper conductors inside.

If all those connections look good we can adjust the pusher length parameter. When
calculating how far to move back after scanning, the software has to take into account
the length of the pusher from the “heel” to the pusher face. From the MAIN SCREEN
press MORE, then PARAMETERS, then SCAN. You will see the screen below. Adjust
the parameter labeled PUSHER LENGTH to make the pusher come back to the proper
distance from the end of the board.
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